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Abstract

This is a critique of what I have come to see as a dominant western feminist presumption that is hindering efforts towards the empowerment of Muslim women.  The problematic presumption is that Islam (and especially Islamic law) is a primary obstacle standing in the way of liberation for Muslim women.  This is a problem that is similar to, but decidedly different from, the phenomenon addressed by non-white feminist authors critiquing the white middle class bias in second wave feminism.  That is, my critique shares the Black/Latino/Asian/etc. feminist assertions that the uniquely different experiences of my particular community of women (Muslim women) has been ignored by the dominant feminist agenda, resulting in a prioritization of issues which do not correspond to the hierarchy of issues for us.  But my critique must go beyond this “you haven’t thought of us” problem because, to be honest, Muslims haven’t really been ignored in white-dominated feminism.  Indeed, it might even be said that we actually constitute one of the highest priorities in western feminism’s global awareness.  But here is the twist: Muslim women have this attention not because western feminism has finally begun to identify with and understand us.  Rather, we are a topic of feminist attention because Islam itself is considered to be a primary problem standing in the way of feminist work.  More and more, Muslim women in my world feel the irony that dominant western feminism simultaneously ignores us and is obsessed with us.  It is an attitude that echoes the colonialist mind.

This might be amusing if it weren’t so dangerous.  In this paper, I will articulate how this attitude results in western-led strategies that end up working at cross-purposes with internal Muslim efforts working for women's empowerment.  For many Muslim women who, like me, live in both worlds, the most frustrating part of this is that quite often, western feminists and Muslim women activists in fact share the same goals.  When one looks closely, there is little disagreement on broader goals such as improving access to education, leadership, family planning, relief from and elimination of domestic violence, enhancement and empowerment of marital rights, enforcement of inheritance rights, fair pay, and alleviation of poverty.  But it is the strategies chosen by dominant western feminists that are usually radically different from those chosen by women basing their activism in Islam.  More than that, these strategies are actively canceling each other out. The agenda-setting and language of discourse coming from dominant western efforts to help Muslim women often ends up actually frustrating the progress made by internally-Muslim efforts, and vice versa.  Ultimately, this opposition contributes to the progressive ratcheting up of hostility between peoples and ideologies.

My critique seeks to identify those legal areas where western feminists have lost opportunities to work with - rather than against - Islam and Muslim women.  Here, I will trace some recent western feminist work, its reception and impact in the Muslim public, and then compare these to similar but different efforts currently being undertaken by Muslim women on similar issues.  Ultimately, I hope to articulate why these two feminisms fail to truly understand and appreciate each other, ultimately subverting cooperative work toward common goals.  That is not to say that ultimately we can always work together on everything.  My study will therefore also seek to more clearly identify areas of genuine disagreement, putting them into a greater context so that there is room for all these women to agree to disagree with respect and understanding.

